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This paper offers a theory of development that links the degree of
market incompleteness to capital accumulation and growth. At
early stages of development, the presence of indivisible projects
limits the degree of risk spreading (diversification) that the economy can achieve. The desire to avoid highly risky investments slows
down capital accumulation, and the inability to diversify idiosyncratic risk introduces a large amount of uncertainty in the growth
process. The typical development pattern will consist of a lengthy
period of "primitive accumulation" with highly variable output,
followed by takeoff and financial deepening and, finally, steady
growth. "Lucky" countries will spend relatively less time in the
primitive accumulation stage and develop faster. Although all
agents are price takers and there are no technological spillovers,
the decentralized equilibrium is inefficient because individuals do
not take into account their impact on others' diversification opportunities. We also show that our results generalize to economies with
international capital flows.
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Introduction
The advance occurred very slowly over a long period
and was broken by sharp recessions. The right road
was reached and thereafter never abandoned, only
during the eighteenth century, and then only by a few
privileged countries. Thus, before 1750 or even 1800
the march of progress could still be affected by unexpected events, even disasters. [Braudel 1973, p. xi]

This view of slow and uncertain progress between the tenth and early
nineteenth centuries is shared by many economic historians. North
and Thomas (1973, p. 71) describe the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries as times of "contractions, crisis and depression," and DeVries
(1976) refers to this period as "an Age of Crisis. " The same phenomenon is observed today: Lucas (1988, p. 4) writes that whereas
"within the advanced countries, growth rates tend to be very stable
over long periods of time," for poorer countries, "there are many
examples of sudden, large changes in growth rates, both up and
down." Why are the early stages of development slow and subject
to so much randomness? Models of economic development based
on threshold effects (e.g., Azariadis and Drazen 1990) may be modified to predict a slow development process, but even then, these
models have no implications regarding randomness of growth. In
contrast, this paper argues that these patterns are predicted by the
neoclassical growth model augmented with the natural assumptions
of micro-level indivisibilities and micro-level uncertainty.
We begin with a number of observations that will be elaborated
and empirically supported in the next section. First, most economies
have access to a large number of imperfectly correlated projects;
thus a significant part of the risks they face can be diversified. Second, a large proportion of these projects are subject to significant
indivisibilities, especially in the form of minimum size requirements
or start-up costs. Third, agents dislike risk. Fourth, there exist less
productive but relatively safe investment opportunities. And finally,
societies at the early stages of development have less capital to invest
than developed countries. These features lead to a number of important implications. (i) At the early stages of development, owing to the
scarcity of capital, only a limited number of imperfectly correlated
projects can be undertaken, and agents will seek insurance by investing in safe but less productive assets. As a result, poor countries
will endogenously have lower productivity, and this will contribute
to their slow development. (ii) Since the diversification opportunities are limited, existing activities will bear more of the diversifiable
risks. This will make the earlier stages of development highly ran-
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dom and slow down economic progress further since many runs toward takeoff will be stopped by crises. (iii) Chance will play a very
important role; economies that are lucky enough to receive good
draws at the early stages will have more capital and thus will achieve
better risk diversification and higher productivity. Therefore, although Prometheus will not be unbound accidentally, chance will
always play a key role in his unchaining.
In our model, agents decide how much to save and how much of
their money to invest in a safe asset with lower return. The rest of
the funds are used to invest in imperfectly correlated risky projects.
However, not all risky projects are available to agents at all points
in time because of the minimum size requirements that affect some
of these sectors. The more "sectors" (projects) that are open, the
higher the proportion of their savings that agents are willing to put
in risky investments. In turn, when the capital stock of the economy
is larger, there will be more savings, and more sectors can be
opened. Therefore, development goes hand in hand with the expansion of markets and with better diversification opportunities. Nevertheless, this process is full of perils because with limited investments
in imperfectly correlated projects, the economy is subject to considerable randomness and spends a long time fluctuating in the stage
of low accumulated capital. Only economies that receive "lucky
draws" will grow, whereas those that are unfortunate enough to receive a series of "bad news" will stagnate. As lucky economies grow,
the takeoff stage will be reached eventually, and full diversification
of idiosyncratic risks will be achieved.
Theoretically, our model corresponds to an economy with endogenous commodity space because the set of traded financial assets (or
open sectors) is determined in equilibrium. We use the competitive
equilibrium concept suggested by Hart (1979) and Makowski (1980)
for this type of economy. This equilibrium is Walrasian conditional
on the set of sectors that are open, and the number of open sectors
is determined through a free-entry condition. Although all agents
are price takers and there are no unexploited gains in any activity,
the competitive equilibrium is inefficient and too few projects are
undertaken. The underlying problem is that the opening of an additional sector creates a positive pecuniary externality on other open
projects since consumers now bear less risk when they buy these
securities. Not only do we show that the competitive equilibrium is
inefficient, but we establish the stronger result that under plausible
assumptions on commitment, there exists no decentralized market
structure that can avoid this inefficiency.
It may be conjectured that since our mechanism is related to capital shortages, its validity will be limited in the presence of interna-
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tional capital flows. In Section V, we show that decreasing return to
capital would make foreign funds flow toward poor economies. But
counteracting this, better insurance opportunities in richer countries could make domestic capital flow out. In a two-country generalization of our model, these forces lead to an interesting pattern that
matches the historical facts of Western European development: At
the early stages, funds flow into one of the countries; thus capital
flows create divergence. But as the world economy becomes richer,
the direction of capital flows is reversed, and there is rapid convergence (see Neal 1990).
Our model is related to the growing literature on credit and
growth (among others, Greenwood and Jovanovic [1990], Bencivenga and Smith [1991], Saint-Paul [1992], Greenwood and Smith
[1993], and Zilibotti [1994]). Like these papers, our work shows that
capital accumulation is associated with an increase in the volume of
intermediation and financial activities as a proportion of the gross
domestic product (see the empirical findings of Goldsmith [1969],
Atje andJovanovic [1993], and King and Levine [1993]). However,
while most existing theories derive their dynamics from the presence
of fixed costs of financial intermediation, in our model there are no
explicit costs of financial relations. Instead, all costs arise endogenously because of the diversification efforts of agents. We show that
better diversification opportunities enable a gradual allocation of
funds to their most productive uses while reducing the variability
of growth. The intuition that risk diversification will lead to more
productive specialization was first expressed by Gurley and Shaw
(1955) and is modeled in Saint-Paul (1992). Greenwood and Jovanovic (1990) also show that the variability of growth may decrease
with development. Our paper differs from these contributions because the degree of diversification and the extent of market incompleteness in the aggregate economy are endogenized and because
there are no exogenous costs of financial intermediation. Further,
the inefficiency of equilibrium with price-taking agents and the links
between credit markets and international capital flows are also
novel.
Another important literature that relates to our work is the one
pioneered by Townsend (1978, 1983), Boyd and Prescott (1986),
and Allen and Gale (1988, 1991), which studies financing decisions
in general equilibrium. As in Allen and Gale, we endogenize the
market structure, but without explicit costs of issuing securities. Furthermore, we focus mainly on the interaction between the incompleteness of markets, the opportunities for diversification, and the
process of development. We follow the work of Townsend and others
in allowing coalitions to internalize financial externalities. However,
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in contrast to these papers, we show that the efficient allocation is
extremely hard to sustain as a decentralized equilibrium. The reason
for these different conclusions will be explained in Section V.
The paper is organized as follows. Section III lays out the basic
model and characterizes the equilibrium. Section IV shows that the
decentralized equilibrium is not Pareto-efficient and characterizes
the Pareto-optimal allocation. Section V demonstrates that the inefficiency result is robust to the formation of financial coalitions. Section VI analyzes international capital flows, and Section VII presents
a conclusion.
II.

Motivation and Historical Evidence

Many economic historians (e.g., Braudel 1973, 1982; North and
Thomas 1973; DeVries 1976) emphasize the high variability of performance at the early stages of development. McCloskey (1976) calculates that the coefficient of variation of output net of seed in medieval England was 0.347 and that "famines" were occurring on
average every 13 years. Part of this variability is certainly due to the
fact that agricultural productivity was largely dependent on weather.
But this heavy reliance on agriculture is itself a symptom of an undiversified economy. Additionally, there is considerable evidence that
nonagricultural activities were also subject to large uncertainties.
Braudel describes the development of industry before 1750 as "subject to halts and breakdowns" (1982, p. 312). He points out the presence of failed takeoffs: "three occasions in the West when there was
an expansion of banking and credit so abnormal as to be visible to
the naked eye [Florence 1300s, Genoa late 1500s, and Amsterdam
1700s] . . . three substantial successes, which ended every time in
failure or at any rate in some kind of withdrawal" (p. 392). The
pattern of these failures is also informative. While these cities grew
gradually by expanding the scope of industrial and commercial activities, the collapse took the form of an abrupt end ignited by a few
bankruptcies, suggesting the presence of large undiversified risks.
Poor countries today also exhibit considerably higher variability
of output than more developed economies. Figure 1 plots the logarithm of the standard deviation of each country's GDP per capita
growth rate over the period 1960-85 versus the GDP per capita in
1960 for 117 countries from the data set in Summers and Heston
(1991). The solid curve traces the regression line, calculated excluding Saudi Arabia, a rich country with highly volatile growth due to
oil prices. This line has a negative and highly significant coefficient
(t-statistic, -6.68) and an R2of .29. When we drop five outliers (Iran,
Iraq, Gabon, Somalia, and Uganda) for which political unrest and
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FIG. 1.-Variability of growth

wars appear to have been the main source of their exceptionally high
variability, the fit of the regression increases to R2 = .34. A 1 percent
increase in the initial GDP is associated, on average, with a 0.25 percent decrease in the standard deviation of growth, a very large quantitative effect.
Similar results are obtained by pooling cross-sectional and timeseries information. We consider pairs of observations {GDP, i, IEt, ii},
where IEt,, iI is the absolute value of the one-period-ahead deviation
from the average growth rate in country i. We then divide our 117
X 25 pairs of observations into four groups according to increasing GDP per capita ranges (X1 = [0, 700], X2 = [700, 1,500], X3 =
[1,500, 4,500], and X4 = [4,500, co]) and assign each deviation to
one group so that {IEi*,t*?iI}e {GROUPk} if and only if GDPi. e*E Xk
(GDP per capita in 1980 U.S. dollars). Finally, we compute the sample mean for the (pooled) absolute value of deviations in each
group. The results are reported in table 1, with the standard error
of the mean in parentheses. Column 1 shows that the average size
of deviation from the mean growth rate decreases with the income
range; hence a low-income country or period is associated with
higher variability. In column 2 (with fixed effects), we report the
sample means for the corresponding income ranges after controlling for fixed country and time effects by subtracting from each observation the respective country and time means (averaged, respectively, across t and i). Since we are computing deviations from
averages, some observations will now be negative. The negative correlation between GDP levels and growth variability remains very sig-
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TABLE 1
VARIABILITY OF GROWTH RATES (Panel)
AVERAGE DEVIATION

GDP PER CAPITA
0 < GDPjt < 700
700 < GDPit < 1,500
1,500 < GDPit < 4,500
4,500 < GDP,t

No Fixed
Effects
(1)

With Fixed
Effects
(2)

.048
(.0025)
.047
(.0018)
.041
(.0014)
.031
(.0013)

.0072
(.0048)
.0067
(.0034)
-.0011
(.0026)
-.0098
(.0026)

OBSERVATIONS

(3)
448
766
964
743

NOTE.-Standard errors are in parentheses.

nificant. Therefore, not only is this negative correlation driven by
cross-countryvariations,but the time-seriesvariationsare also consistent with our prediction.1
Recent empirical work by others also provides support. Rameyand
Ramey (1995) find a negative correlation between variability of
growth rates and average growth both in a subsample of the countries we study and within OECD countries. Quah (1993) analyzes
the cross-country dynamics of growth by estimating a Markov chain
transition matrix after classifying countries in four groups according
to their GDP per capita relative to the world average (p. 431). Table
2 reports a summary of his results for a 23-year transition matrix,
1962-85 (where z stands for GDP per capita relative to world average, and the different columns report the estimated probability that
a country belonging to a certain group falls to a relatively poorer
group, remains in the same group, or moves up to a richer group).
When we consider higher-income ranges, the probability of falling
to a poorer group decreases (a finding also confirmed by Benhabib
and Gali [1995]). These results give further support to the claim
that the process of development is perilous at the early stages.
A possible explanation for decreasing variability is technological.
At the early stages of development, countries may have access to only
risky and low-productivity technologies. However, this does not seem
to be the whole story. The adoption of new technologies is as often
1The findings presented here are robust. We obtained very similar results when
the variabilityof growth for each country was measured by the standard deviation
of the estimated innovations from a second-order autoregressive process for the
growth rate.
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TABLE2
TRANSITIONMATRIX (Quah 1993)

Relative GDP per Capita
Z<

Prob (l)

Prob (-)

Prob (T)
.24
.17
.26

.24
...

...--.76

1/4

1/2< z < 1

.29

.31
.46

1< z< 2
2<z

.24
.05

.53
.95

1/4

<

Z<

V/2

.52

subject to economic as to scientific constraints. North and Thomas
(1973) and Rosenberg and Birdzell (1986) argue that many technologies that were used later were actually known in medieval Europe,
but failed to be adopted because of a lack of monetary incentives.
Hobsbawm (1968) goes further and asserts that there was nothing
new in the technology of the British Industrial Revolution, and the
new productive methods could have been developed 150 years before.
In accord with this view, there exist many instances in which capital scarcities and limited savings appear to have been a major obstacle to expansion and growth. Bagehot (1873, p. 4) more than a century ago wrote that "in poor countries, there is no spare money for
new and great undertakings" (see also Gerschenkron 1962, p. 14).
In line with this view, Wrigley (1988) argues that the main reason
for heavy reliance on agriculture and an important constraint on
industrialization were the shortages of energy caused by scarcities
of capital. The size of the required activity was certainly a relevant
factor in the minds of entrepreneurs. Scherer (1984, p. 13) quotes
Matthew Boulton,James Watt's partner, writing to Watt that the production of the engine was not profitable for just a few countries, but
would be so if the whole world were the market.
Our mechanism also relies on agents' changing their behavior in
order to reduce the risks they bear. The importance of risk aversion
is confirmed by the institutions developed in many societies to deal
with the problems of insurance and risk pooling (Persson 1988;
Townsend 1994) and by the extensive use of storage technology and
scattering of fields chosen for their relative safety. Braudel (1982)
notes the presence of unproductive hoarding in undiversified economies and writes that "every society accumulates capital which is
then at its disposal, either to be saved and hoarded unproductively,
or to replenish

the channels

of the active economy....

If the flow

was not strong enough to open all the sluice-gates, capital was almost inevitably immobilized, its true nature as it were unrealized"
(p. 386). The pattern of change in the British portfolios between
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the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries also documents that as per
capita income increased, the use of relatively safe assets decreased
and the array of available assets expanded considerably (see Kennedy 1987, table 5.1).
Finally, this paper stresses that lack of diversification at early stages
of development leads to an important role of "chance," especially
regarding the success of large and risky projects. In this context, the
impact of railways on economic development is interesting. In the
United States, the success of railways is hailed as opening the way
for the financing of large projects (e.g., Chandler 1977), whereas
in Spain, where railways attracted 15 times as much capital as total
manufacturing, the heavy losses on railway investments are argued
to have led to serious capital scarcities for decades (Tortella 1972,
pp. 118-21). Regarding this episode and a similar one in Italy, Cameron (1972, p. 14) writes that "in both cases the result was a fiasco
which set back the progress of industrialization and economic development by at least a generation."
III.

The Model and the Decentralized
Equilibrium

We consider an overlapping generations model with competitive
markets and nonaltruistic agents (households) who live for two periods. There is a continuum of agents with mass a > 1 in each living
generation, and agents of the same generation are all identical. The
production side of the economy consists of a single final-good sector
and a continuum one of intermediate sectors (projects). The finalgood sector transforms capital and labor into final output. Intermediate sectors transform savings of time t into capital to be used at
time t + 1 without using labor. In their youth, our agents work in
a final-sector firm and receive the wage rate of this sector. At the end
of this period they make their consumption, saving, and portfolio
decisions. Their savings can be invested in risky securities or in a
safe asset that has a nonstochastic gross rate of return equal to r.
After the investment decisions, the uncertainty unravels, and the security returns and the amount of capital brought forward to the next
period are determined. Capital that agents own in their retirement
period is sold to final-sector firms and fully depreciates after use.
Old agents consume this capital income. Figure 2 summarizes the
sequence of events in our model.
A.

Uncertainty

There is a continuum of equally likely states represented by the unit
interval. Intermediate sector ] E [0, 1] pays a positive return only in
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state j and nothing in any other state. Therefore, investing in a sector
is equivalent to buying a basic Arrow security that pays in only one

state of nature. More formally, an investment of FP in sector j pays
the amount RE' if state j occurs and FP - Mj, and nothing otherwise.
In our model, R > r, so these projects are more productive than the
safe investment. The requirement F1 ? Mj implies that all intermediate sectors have linear technologies, but some require a certain minimum size, M, before being productive. The distribution of minimum size requirements is given by
Mj= max(o

1D

( -Y)

Sectors j ? y have no minimum size requirement, and for the rest
of the sectors, the minimum size requirement increases linearly (see
fig. 3 below for a diagrammatic representation). The results are not
dependent on this linear specification, and the ranking of projects
from lower to higher size occurs without loss of generality and imposes no timing constraint.
This formalization contains the two features that will drive our
results: (i) risky investments have a higher expected return than the
safe asset (i.e., R > r), and (ii) different projects are imperfectly
correlated so that there is safety in variety. A convenient implication
of this formulation is that if a portfolio consists of an equiproportional investment F in all projects j e-j
[0, 1] and the measure of
the setJis p, then the portfolio pays the return RFwith probability
p and nothing with probability 1 - p. Note that if the aggregate
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production set were convex (i.e., D = 0), the allocation problem of
the economy would be trivial: all agents would invest an equal
amount in all intermediate goods sectors and diversify all the risks.
However, in the presence of nonconvexities, as captured by our minimum size requirements, there is a trade-off between insurance and
high productivity.

B.

Preferences,Technology,and Factor Prices

The preferences of consumers over final goods are defined as
EtU(ct, ct+I) = log(ct) + Idflog(c

+ )dJ

(1)

where j represents the states of nature, which are assumed, as noted
above, to be equally likely. Each agent discounts the future at the
rate ,Band has a rate of relative risk aversion equal to one. Although
the realization of the state of nature does not influence the productivity of the final-good sector, it affects consumption since it determines how much capital each agent takes into the final-good production stage and the equilibrium price of capital.
Output of the final-good sector is given by
=

(2)

AKLVl-a.

We normalize the labor endowment of each young worker to 1/ a.
Since the mass of agents is a and labor supply is inelastic, we have
Lt = 1. The aggregate stock of capital depends on the realization
of the state of nature. If the state of nature is j, then Kt+l
(r)h t + RFj' t) dh, where Fh t is the amount of savings invested by
agent h E Qt in sector j, Oh,t is the amount invested in the safe asset,
and it is the set of young agents at time t. Since both labor and
capital trade in competitive markets, equilibrium factor prices in
state j are given as
-

Wt+l= (1

-

o)A(K+?)a-

(1-

c)AL{(rOht +

RFitt)dhl

(3)

and

pi+1= ciA(KJ+1),-'

cLAL(roh t +

RF'h1t)dh].

(4)

The wage earning of a young agent conditional on the realization
of state j will then be wJ = WI//a.
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C. IntermediateGoods and PortfolioDecisions
We assume that intermediate sector firms are run by agents who
compete to get funds by issuing financial securities and sell them to
other agents in the stock market. Each agent can run at most one
project, although more than one agent can compete to run the same
project (see Sec. V for generalizations).
Decisions are made in two stages.2 In the first stage, each agent
h E Q, takes the announcements of all other agents as given and
announces his plan to run at most one project in the intermediate
sector and sell an unlimited quantity of the associated basic Arrow
security. Securities are labeled by the indices of the project to which
they are attached. Therefore, one unit of securityj entitles its holder
to R units of t + 1 capital in state of nature j. We denote the unit
price of security (in terms of savings of time t) by Pj,h, ,, and subscript
h implies that this security is issued by agent h. Put differently, agent
h is managing investments in project j on behalf of other agents,
and for every unit of savings he collects from others, he invests
1 /Pi,h,t and keeps the remaining (P,ht - 1) /Pj,h,, as his commission.
A first-stage strategy for agent h at time t is an announcement Zh,t
= (j, Pj , t) E [0, 1] X IR+
specifying the project h intends to run and
the price at which he sells the corresponding security. If an agent
i-<
h' decides to run no project, then Zh',t = 0. The function Zt:Qt
[0, 1] X V summarizes the announcements of all agents at time t.
We also denote the subset of all projects that at least one agent proposes to run at time tbyJt(Zt) c [0, 1]; thusJt(Zt) = {je [0, 1]1
3 h s.t. Zh,t = (j, Pj,h,t)}. Finally, we define P1(Zt) :J1(Zt) < A+ as the
function that summarizes the minimum price for each security j E
Jt(Zt) induced by the set of announcements Z,. Formally, Pt(Zt) =
{P1(Zt)}jEjand PI(Zt) = minthS.t.Zh, t=(,Pj h,)1 (Pjh,t). From now on, the
index h will be dropped whenever this will cause no confusion.
In the second stage, all agents behave competitively, take as given
the set of securities offered and the price of each security announced
in the first period, and announce their savings st, their demand for
the safe asset 4t, and their demand for each securityj, Fi.3 Therefore,
2 Some care needs to be taken since we have a continuum of choice variables and
a continuum of agents. First, we have to restrict all agents to measurable strategies.
Second, rigorous statements have to consider a deviation not only by a single agent
but by a set of agents with positive but small measure, and optimality conditions
have to read "almost everywhere." These technical details do not affect our analysis,
and all results would go through with countable sets of agents and projects. The continuum representation is adopted to reduce notation, and we think of it as an approximation to an economy with a large but finite number of agents and projects.
'If some agent h ends up with insufficient funds to cover the minimum size requirement for the project he announced to run ("bankruptcy"), no trade occurs,
h suffers a punishment, and the game goes back to the first stage. Otherwise securi-
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optimal consumption, savings, and portfolio decisions can be characterized by
log (c) + Pflog

max

(c +) dj

(5)

St,Ot,(Fi Iof p< I

subject to
Kt+

= st,

(6)

Ct+1= pJ+1(rot + RFK),

(7)

{

t
tPI(Zt)FIdj

V j Jt(Z),

FJ=O

(8)

and
t +

St

--

Wt +

Vt,

(9)

where Pi (Zt) is the minimum price at which security j is offered,
pJ+I is the price of capital in state j (see eq. [4] ), and vt is the commission the agent obtains for running a project. For all h e Q such that
Zh, t = 0, Vh, t = 0, and for an agent who runs project j,
jh, t Vh, t

1

- Fi

h, t

Pi,h,t

where Fh, t is the total amount of funds that he raises. In this stage,
each agent takes wt, Pit, pi.+1,and the set of risky assetsJt(Zt) as given.4
We now define a static equilibrium given wage earnings of young
agents, wt (or given Kt). A full dynamic equilibrium is a sequence
of static equilibria linked to each other through (3).
DEFINITION 1. An equilibrium at time t is a set of first-stage announcements Z*; second-stage saving and portfolio decisions s*,
F*, and 0*; and factor returns Wit+1}jEo[,1] and tPi+1}jE[o,1]
such that
(a) given any Zt, wt, and tpi+1}, each agent h chooses s*(Pt(Zt),
and Flh*(Pt(Z), Jt (Zt) ) in the second stage
jt (Zt)) 7* (P,(Zt),Jt(Zt)),
to solve (5) subject to (6)-(9); (b) in the first stage, given the set of
first-stage announcements and the decision rules s* (Pt(Zt), Jt(Zt)),
<* (Pt(Zt), Jt(Zt)), and Fj*(Pt(Zt), jt(Zt)) of all other agents in the
ties are traded. Note that bankruptcy will never be observed in equilibrium, and
this specification is chosen only for the characterization of the out-of-equilibrium
behavior. In particular, this specification ensures that agents do not have to worry
about whether other agents believe that a certain announcement is feasible; thus
they act taking the security prices and returns as given.
4 The wage earning of the agent depends on the realization of the state of nature
in the previous period (i.e., eq. [3]). To simplify notation, we suppress this dependence.
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second stage, every agent h makes the optimal announcement
and {Pi,1} are given by (3) and (4).
Z*,; and (c) {VWV+1}
This is essentially a competitive equilibrium. All agents take prices
as given and maximize their utility. The only difference from a standard competitive equilibrium is that before the trading stage, the
set of traded securities (open sectors) has to be determined, and
this is accomplished by imposing a free-entry condition. We can
therefore characterize the equilibrium by solving the maximization
problem in (5) and then use the asset demands of agents and free
entry to find out which sectors will be open.
We start the characterization of equilibrium with two useful observations. First, because preferences are logarithmic, the following saving rule is obtained irrespective of the risk-return trade-off:
S*

s*()

=

(10)

Wt.

Given this result, an agent's optimization problem can be broken
into two parts: the amount of savings is determined, and then an
optimal portfolio is chosen. Second, free entry into the intermediate
good sector implies that Vh,t = 0 for all t, h. To see why, suppose Vh',t
> 0; then since there are more agents than projects, there exists h"
E Ut with Zh",t = 0 who can offer to run the same project as h' but
sell the corresponding security at a lower price. Thus Vh', t> 0 cannot
be an equilibrium, and we must have Pt(Z*) = 1. Therefore, in the
program (5)-(9), we can substitute PJ = 1 for all j eJt and vt = 0.
Next we have the following important result.
LEMMA 1. Let Z* be the set of equilibrium announcements at time
t. Then (i) Fi* = Fit* for all j, j' EJt(Z*), and (ii) Jt(Z*) = [0,
nt(Z*)] for some nt(Z*) e [0, 1].
Like all other results in Sections III-V, this lemma is proved in
Appendix A.
The first part establishes that since each individual is facing the
same price for all the traded symmetricArrow securities, he would
want to purchase an equal amount of each. We refer to this portfolio
consisting of an equal amount of all traded securities as a balanced
portfolio. The second part states that when only a subset of projects
can be opened in equilibrium, "small projects" are opened before
"large projects." As a result, if a sector j* is open, all sectors ?1*
must also be open.
Given lemma 1 and (8), the problem of maximizing JP log
[Pl.+I(RFt + rot) ] dj with respect to t and {Fi}can be written as
max nt log[p
4tFt

t(q)

(RFt +

rJt)]

+ (1

-

nt)

log[p

qBl)

(rot)]

(11)
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subject to
+ nFt = s*,
(12)
where nt and Pi+, are taken as parametric by the agent, and s* is
given by (10). The term p qB) = c(rot)al is the marginal product of
capital in the "bad" state, when the realized state is j > nt and no
riskyinvestment paysoff; p qG) = (RFt+ rot) `- applies in the "good
state," that is, when the realized state is j ? nt. Simple maximization
at

gives
(1

at*=

R

nt)R

-

(13)

st*
rnt

and

Fit*=

F*
Rl

Vj

Rr*
R-rnt

O

cn

(14)

V jj> nt.

Figure 3 expresses the aggregate demand for each risky asset,
aF*(nt), as a function of the proportion of securities that are offered, which is obtained by aggregating (14) over all agents. Demand
for eachassetgrows as the measure of open sectors increases because
when more securities are available, the risk diversification opportu-

aF*(nt)

Mr.
D

St

--- -- -

- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- ------M7

-----------------------------C

aF*(n?*)-aF*(nt)

o-y

n

FIG. 3.-Static equilibrium

1

j, n
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nities improve and consumers become willing to reduce their investments in the safe asset and increase their investments in risky projects. Equations (10), (13), and (14) completely characterize the
second-stage decision rules of savers.
Let us also introduce an additional assumption, which will be discussed below.
ASSUMPTION 1. R ' (2 - y)r.
The following proposition characterizes the static equilibrium
conditional on K1.
PROPOSITION

1. Suppose that assumption 1 holds and let

tn(K) =

11~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1

-

;(R + ray)-t

(R +

r)

(R-r)

2-4r

(1-of) D K' + y/R1

2rQ)

(D/a
if Kt ?

Kt> D

1if
{|R~ry)2~4rL(R~r)(1~y)LK~x~R

(15)
where F =A (1 - oc) [/ (1 + ,()]. Then there exists a unique equilibrium such that, in the first stage, for all h e Qt, either Zh* = 0 or
= (j, 1), where j E [0, n* ]; and, for all j e [0, n* ], there exists
hE Q, such that Z
(j, 1). In the second stage,
(I
(-o)

*
t

1+ p

AKt

a

and at* and Fi* are given by (13) and (14). Factor returns are given
by (3) and (4).
This equilibrium is expressed as the intersection of the aggregate
demand of each risky asset, aF* (n,), with the thick curve that traces
minimum size requirements in figure 3. When Kt > (D/F) 1/a, aggregate savings S* > D, there are sufficient funds to open all the projects, and n* = 1. In contrast, when aggregate savings S* (= as*) <
D, nt*(Kt) < 1. In this case, only projects in [0, nt*(Kt)] are open.
The intuition for why n* (Kt) is the equilibrium is given by the figure.
If an agent proposed to open one more sector, each agent would
invest more in risky projects but not sufficiently to cover the minimum size requirement of the next project because minimum size
requirements grow faster than asset demands. But for all n < n*,
an agent can offer to open one more project, raise enough funds,
and make some positive profit v; thus the equilibrium must be
at ni.
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Assumption 1 is important in ensuring uniqueness.5 In figure 3,
when S* < D, there is only one intersection; thus the equilibrium
is unique irrespective of this assumption. However, if R < (2 - y) r
and S*> D aF*(nt) would cross Mntwice, and there would be multiple equilibria: although the amount of savings is sufficient to open
all sectors so n* = 1 is an equilibrium, there will also exist another
equilibrium: each agent, expecting others to invest part of their savings in the safe asset, reduces his investment in the risky projects;
therefore, there are not sufficient funds to open all risky projects.
Assumption 1 rules out this possibility. In Section V, we shall show
that when financial coalitions are allowed, this coordination failure
equilibrium can be ruled out and assumption 1 is unnecessary. Until
then, it simplifies our exposition.
D.

The Dynamic Equilibrium Path

Proposition 1 characterizes the equilibrium allocation and prices for
given K&.To obtain the full stochastic equilibrium process, the equilibrium law of motion of K, needs to be determined. From (3), (10),
(13), and (14), this stochastic process is obtained as

r(1
Kt+=

R-

n*)

-

probe. 1

RFK'

-

t

rn*

t

(16)

prob. n*,

LRFK'

where n* = n* (Kt) is given by equation (15). The capital stock follows a Markov process in which the level of capital next period depends on whether the economy is lucky in the current period (which
happens when the risky investments pay off, with probability nt*).
Moreover, the probability of this event changes over time. As the
economy develops, it can afford to open more sectors, and the probability of transferring a large capital stock to the next period, nt ,
increases. Also from (16), the expected productivity of an economy
depends on its level of development and diversification. To see this,
define expected "total factor productivity" (conditional on the proportion of sector open) by
e(n* (Kt)) = (1 -

n*) r(1

-

n*) R + n*R.

(17)

R - rn*

It is possible that, along the equilibrium path, an agent makes an announcement
of the form Zh = (j, PI) for some j eJ,(Z*), where P1 > 1; as long as another agent
h' has Z h' = (j, 1), no consumer will buy security j from h. Therefore, this announcement is equivalent to Z h = 0. To economize on notation, we ignore these announcements in the statement of proposition 1.
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Simple differentiation establishes that as n* increases, this measure
also increases.
To formalize the dynamics of development, we define the following concepts: (i) QSSB:The "quasi steady state" of an economy that
alwayshas unluckydraws.An economy would converge to this quasi
steady state if it follows the optimal investments characterized above
but the sectors invested never pay off because of bad luck. (ii) QSSG:
The "quasi steady state" of an economy that alwaysreceives
goodnews.
The capital stocks of these two quasi steady states are (see fig. 4)
KQSSB =

r I -n K SS
~I~~*KSB]RF
LR-rn*(KQSSB)

KQSSG

= (Rr) "').

]

1/(1-Cx)

J
(18)

If uncertainty could be completely removed, that is, n(KQSSG) =
1, then there would never be bad news, and the good quasi steady
state would be a real steady state; a point, if reached, from which
the economy would never depart. From equations (15) and (18),
the condition for this steady state to exist is that the saving level
corresponding to KQSSGbe sufficient to ensure a balanced portfolio
of investments, of at least D, in all the intermediate sectors. Thus if
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D < r1(-)Ra/(1-a)y

(19)

a steady state will exist, which we denote by KSS.
Next, note that at very low levels of capital (region I in fig. 4),
the Inada conditions of the production function guarantee positive
growth even conditional on bad news (both curves lie above the 45degree line). Then there is a range (region II) in which growth occurs conditional on only good draws (the bad-draws curve is below
the 45-degree line). Regions I and II are separated by KQSSB.Although this level of capital is not a steady state, it is a point around
which the economy will spend some time. When they are below this
level, all economies will grow toward it. When they are above this
level, their output will fall when they receive bad shocks, and the
probability of bad news is very high when the economy has a level
of capital stock just above KQSSB. Yet, as good news is received, the
capital stock will grow and the probability of a further lucky draw
will increase.6 Note that even when it grows, the economy is still exposed to large undiversified risks and will typically experience some
setbacks. Finally, provided that (19) is satisfied, the economy will
eventually enter region III, where all idiosyncratic risks will be removed (since all sectors are open and an equal amount is invested
in all sectors), and there will be deterministic convergence to KSS.
We have the following proposition.
PROPOSITION
2. Suppose that (19) is satisfied. Then plim,-K, =
KSS

As figure 4 suggests, when (19) is satisfied, the equilibrium stochastic process has a unique ergodic set, which in this case is just a
point, KSs (a previous version of the paper, available on request, has
preferences that lead to nonergodic dynamics and underdevelopment traps). Therefore, takeoff will occur almost surely, though it
will take longer and may be painfully slow for countries that are unfortunate.
E.

Variabilityof GrowthRates

To determine what happens to the variability of performance over
the development process, the natural variable to look at is the conditional variance of the total factor productivity defined above. Let
6 But bad news now becomes more damaging since more funds are invested in
risky projects. This feature of the model can be avoided by altering the specification
for the structure of returns of the risky assets. An example would be to assume that
in every period a fixed measure z > 0 of all possible projects have positive return. We
shall show in proposition 3 that the variability of economic performance decreases as
n -* 1. The reason is that although bad news becomes more damaging, its likelihood
falls even faster.
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.5(n*(K,)) be a random variable that takes the values [r(1 n*) / (R - rn') ]R and R with respective probabilities 1 - n* and
n*. The mean of this random variable is given by (17). Then, taking
logs, we can rewrite (16) as
A log (Kt+l) = log F + (c

-

1) log (Kt) + log [6 (n* (Kt))].

(20)

It is clear from this equation that capital (and output) growth volatility, after removal of the deterministic "convergence effects" induced by the neoclassical technology, will be entirely determined by
the stochastic component 6. Define the variance of 6 given Kt as V,,.
We want to determine how this volatility measure evolves as a function of n* (and K). Two forces have to be considered: (i) as the
economy develops, more savings are invested in risky assets; and (ii)
as more sectors are opened, idiosyncratic risks are better diversified.
3. Vn var[(y(n*, )In*] = n*(1 - n*) [R(R PROPOSITION
r) I (R- rn*) ]2. (a) If y ? R/ (2R - r), then a Vn/IaKt ? 0, for all
Kt. (b) If y < R/ (2R - r), then there exists K' such that n* (K') =
R/(2R - r) < 1 and
=

a V f O VKt'
a3Ktl> 0

V

K'

Kt < K'.

Therefore, our model predicts that the variance of the growth rate
is uniformly decreasing with the size of the accumulated capital (case
a) if either y is large enough or the productivity of risky projects is
sufficiently higher than that of the safe asset. Otherwise, variability
exhibits an inverse U-shaped relation with respect to the capital
stock (case b) and is decreasing for Kt large enough. In either case,
the prediction of our model is that at the later stages of development
variability is decreasing in the level of income.
F.

Are the Effects Quantitatively Significant?

Our theoretical analysis so far has established that the interaction
between micro indivisibilities and risk aversion leads to a slow and
random path of development. An economy fluctuates in a state of
low productivity before achieving full diversification and higher productivity. How important and long-lasting are these effects? Although a more detailed analysis of this issue is left for future research, some simple calibrations would give a sense of the empirical
relevance of our theory. With this purpose, we now use some reasonable parameter values to compute how many periods it takes for a
set of simulated economies to start from KQSSB,the quasi steady state
conditional on bad draws, and reach "full diversification."
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TABLE 3
SIMULATIONS:

SPEED

OF CONVERGENCE

Standard
Deviation (T)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

19.47
44.91
116.24

11.56
23.67
63.04

[7, 30]
[21, 72]
[65, 195]

6
9
11

Case
a = .35
a = .50
a = .65

[QT(10%),
Q T(90%)]

Mean (T)

min[T]

We shall study three cases, characterized by different degrees of
diminishing returns to capital (the only accumulable factor in our
economy), (X.In the three series of experiments, we shall set oXequal
to 0.35, 0.5, and 0.65, respectively. The population size will be the
same in all economies, and in all cases we shall have R = 2, y = 0.25,
and F = 2. The parameter r will be chosen so as to have YSs/L =
15 (YQssB/L). This means that the steady-state income per capita is
15 times larger than the income of an economy that always receives
bad draws. The 15-fold difference corresponds, approximately, to
the gap between the U.S. per capita income and that of an average
low-income country (e.g., Senegal) in 1985. To keep this gap constant across the three series of experiments, we choose r equal to
0.019, 0.184, and 0.6, respectively. Furthermore, we adjust the size
of the parameter D so as to ensure that in all cases n(KSs) = I
KSs and
that is, D < F1/(1-')R'c/(1'
that the distance
between
)and
the minimum
to full diversification
is
capital level corresponding
'small.

'7

For each of the three parameter
we run 100 simuconfigurations,
a number
lations and calculate
of statistics on the speed of convergence to full diversification
(to Ksuch that n(K) = 1). Each simulation is associated

with a different

independent

sequence

of random

drawn from the uniform
distribution
over [0, 1]. The
in table 3.
results are reported
summary
In column
of periods
the set of
1, we report the average number
simulated
economies
take to go from the initial condition
(bad quasi
Column
the standard
steady state) to full diversification.
2 reports

realizations

7 This is achieved by setting D equal to 4.1, 7.9, and 25 in the three cases. The
choice of D is of no major importance and serves only to have indivisibilities of
similar relative size in the different experiments. The initial, full diversification, and
steady-state capital levels are, respectively,
o = 0.35

-*

K0 = 0.0037; K(n = 1) = 7.78; KSS = 8.44;

o = 0.5 -4 K0 = 0.071;

o = 0.65

-*

K(n = 1) = 15.6; KSS = 16;

K0 = 0.814; K(n = 1) = 48.7; KSS = 52.5.
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deviation of this number of periods across the 100 experiments. Column 3 reports the number of periods that the tenth-fastest and the
tenth-slowest economies take to reach full diversification. Finally,
column 4 reports how long an economy that always receives favorable draws would require to complete the transition. Given the
structure of the model, this is identical to the time an economy subject to no indivisibilities would take to converge to full diversification.
The results show that in all cases the effects of indivisibilities are
rather long-lasting, though less so when there are strong diminishing returns to capital. We can assess the importance of nonconvexities on the dynamics of growth by comparing the convergence speed
of the deterministic neoclassical model (col. 4) with the average convergence speed in our model (col. 1) under the same parameters.
The convergence speed decreases by a factor of three when X =
0.35, by a factor of five when X = 0.5, and by a factor of 10 when oa
= 0.65. It is also interesting to observe that the differences between
the transition length of lucky versus unlucky countries (col. 3) are
very large. For instance, in all cases the tenth-most unlucky country
would take more than three times as long to "industrialize" as the
tenth-luckiest economy. Overall, under reasonable parameters, the
effects described by this model appear very persistent and quantitatively significant.

IV.

Optimal Portfolio Choice and Inefficiency

In this section we shall explain why the equilibrium of Section III
is not Pareto-optimal and characterize the optimal portfolio decision. To focus on our main interest, we shall deal only with the issue
of static efficiency. We shall therefore consider the portfolio allocation that a social planner maximizing the welfare of the current generation of savers would choose, taking the amount of savings as
given.8 In contrast, in the decentralized equilibrium, J, (thus n,) will
also be a choice variable, F1tno longer has to equal Fit, and the mar-

8With some abuse of terminology, we shall refer to this allocation as first-best.
Although Pareto-optimal allocations of this economy will have a portfolio decision
as characterized in this section, saving decisions would in general differ. This is due
in part to the overlapping generations specification. But even if we were to restrict
attention to a planner maximizing only the welfare of the current generation, the
saving rate would be different. First, the planner would realize that by saving more
she could open more projects. Second, she would also recognize that by saving less
she would increase the rate of return on capital, pt+i, and, therefore, the old-age
consumption of the current generation.
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ginal product of capital in different states is no longer taken as parametric. It is straightforward to see that the subset of projects in which
the planner will invest will have the formJFB = [0, nFB]. Therefore,
subject to feasibility, she will solve
rnt

max

+ r4,)dj + (1-

lo(RF1

(21)

nt)log(ro,).

nt,Ot,JFJ)0-ijsn,

This maximization problem leads to the following result.
PROPOSITION 4. Let n* (Kt) be given by (15) and let S* = ast
denote total savings. Then, for all S* < D, nFB(Kt)> n*(Kt), 4FB(Kt)
< 4 (Kt), and each agent receives the following portfolio of assets:
Mi
Mi
>if jt <it*
a
Ia

|

3

t < n' B(S*) t

=
s.t. FjFB
t

Mj
Ia

if flB(K)
if nFB(Kt)

t0

if it >

?
>:~~~~~:it

(22)

jt

FB(Kt).

> D nFB(Kt) = n*(K) and
FPFB S*1/a, for all j.
Figure 5 gives the diagrammatic form of the first-best portfolio
(represented by the shaded area). The qualitative properties of the
first-best portfolio are similar to that in the decentralized equilib-

And for all S*

aFJ FB
MF

D F-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

NI>

AI

ay
FIG. 5.-Pareto-optimal

j~

nFB

portfolio

n
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rium. The dynamics of the economy are still characterized by three
stages: primitive accumulation, takeoff, and steady growth. But progress is faster on average because a larger share of savings is invested
in high-productivity risky projects. The transition equation looks
considerably more complicated than (16) because the total return
is different in each state.
The reason for the failure of the decentralized economy to reach
the first-best allocation is a pecuniary externalitydue to missing markets. As an additional sector opens, all existing projects become
more attractive relative to the safe asset because the amount of undiversified risks they carry is reduced, and as a result, risk-averse agents
are more willing to buy the existing securities. Since each agent ignores his impact on others' diversification opportunities, the externality is not internalized. It is important to reiterate at this point
that in this model markets are not assumed to be missing; instead,
the range of open markets is endogenously determined in equilibrium.
The pecuniary externality is not internalized in our economy because project level indivisibilities make the aggregate production set
nonconvex (this is also the reason why lotteries would not be useful
in this setting). As a result, a full Arrow-Debreu equilibrium does
not exist. A full Arrow-Debreu equilibrium is defined as a price mapping PA: [0, 1] -- R that assigns a price to each commodity (project)
in each time period such that, for all j E [0, 1] such that P"A > 0,
the excess demand for security j at time t, edi (PA), is equal to zero,
and for all j E [0, 1] such that P"A- 0, edi (PA) < 0. Note that this
concept of equilibrium assigns a price level to all commodities irrespective of whether they are being traded or not.
The nonexistence of a full Arrow-Debreu equilibrium can be explained in terms of supply and demand. For a sector with a positive
minimum size requirement, the supply is discontinuous, because if
x is less than the minimum size requirement, x units of this security
cannot be supplied at any price. This is the reason why a decentralized equilibrium exists only conditional on the set of open sectors.
This result is related to the general equilibrium literature with endogenous commodity spaces (see Hart 1979; Makowski 1980),
which, for the same reason, uses weaker versions of the ArrowDebreu equilibrium similar to our equilibrium concept. The equilibrium concept we use captures all the salient features of a competitive
situation. In particular, in our equilibrium, all agents are price takers, there is unfettered competition at all stages, and all the gains
from trade that can be exploited via a decentralized trading procedure are exploited. The main distinction is that the requirement
that markets that are closed must have edi(Pt) ' 0 at Pi = 0 is re-
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placed by the condition that the number of open markets is determined by a forward-looking and fully rational free-entry condition.9
To conclude, also note that government policy can restore efficiency by subsidizing large projects. It is interesting that this policy
appears similar to the industrial policies sometimes adopted at the
earlier stages of development, for instance the policy of the German
government that, despite the absence of any obvious technological
spillovers, subsidized large undertakings at the expense of light industries (see Gerschenkron 1962, p. 15; Cameron 1972).
V.

Inefficiency with Alternative Structures

A.

GeneralMotivation

Would the market failure in portfolio choices be overcome if some
financial institution could coordinate agents' investment decisions?
Imagine that rather than all agents acting in isolation and ignoring
their impact on each others' decisions-which
is the source of inefficiency in Section 111-funds are invested through a financial intermediary. This intermediary can collect all the savings and offer to
each saver a complexsecurity (different from a basic Arrow security)
that pays RFj'FB + r7FB in each state j, where FtFB and O' are as described in proposition 4. Holding this security would make each consumer better off compared to the equilibrium of proposition 1. Although from this discussion it could appear that the inefficiency we
identified may not be robust to the formation of more complex financial institutions, we shall show that this is not the case. Unless
some rather strong assumptions are made about the set of contracts
that a financial intermediary can offer, the unique equilibrium allocation with unfettered competition among intermediaries will be
identical to the one we characterized in proposition 1.
The role of financial intermediaries and coalitions in overcoming
various types of trade frictions and informational imperfections has
been studied by a number of authors (e.g., Townsend 1978, 1983;
Boyd and Prescott 1986; Greenwood and Jovanovic 1990; Green'The closest equilibrium concept is that of full Walrasian equilibrium proposed
by Makowski (1980). Makowski defines a full Walrasian equilibrium as a feasible
competitive allocation sustained by the set of traded commodities such that "no
firm sees that it can increase its profits by altering its trade decisions assuming that
the set of marketed commodities other than its own will remain the same" (p. 228).
Allen and Gale (1991) also obtain a similar inefficiency. In their model the possibility
of short sales implies that financial innovators will not receive the full benefits of
the new assets they introduce. However, in Allen and Gale's economy, even when
transaction costs are infinitesimal and there are no entry barriers, not all agents are
price takers. In contrast, in our model, inefficiency arises with price-taking behavior
and without short sales.
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wood and Smith 1993). The approach followed in this subsection
closely resembles that of Townsend (1983), who also constructs a
multistage game in order to model how coalitions of agents will form
to internalize some of the externalities of imperfect information and
to reduce the costs of trade. However, in contrast to these papers,
in our economy financial coalitions will not be able to restore efficiency.
B.

Coalitions as InvestmentFunds

In order to model endogenous formation of coalitions, we now assume that savings can be intermediated by agents who decide to act
as middlemen and run an investment fund. Put differently, some
agents initiate the formation of a coalition of agents that buys securities on behalf of its members. In return, participants in the financial
coalition can be charged an intermediation fee, V. Projects are still
run by agents. We now introduce the following three assumptions
for our coalition formation game.
ASSUMPTION 2. An agent cannot be part of two coalitions at the
same time.
ASSUMPTION 3. Coalitions at all points maximize a weighted utility
of their members. In particular, a coalition cannot commit to a path
of action that will be against the interests of its members in the continuation game.
ASSUMPTION 4. Coalitions cannot exclude other agents (or coalitions) from investing in a particular project.
Assumption 2 is introduced to simplify the objective function of
coalitions (see Townsend [1983] for more discussion of the case in
which agents belong to multiple coalitions). As discussed below, our
results hold when this assumption is relaxed. The most important
assumption for our purposes is assumption 3. We view this as a very
natural restriction along the lines of subgame perfection, and its
importance will be discussed further below. Assumption 4 is also
mainly expositional. We shall see that as long as assumption 3 holds,
coalitions would never want to exclude others,and thus this assumption
is imposed only to simplify the exposition.
Formally, the game played among the savers at time t now has
three stages. To simplify the notation, we shall suppress time subscripts. In the first stage, each agent h E Q can announce that he is
willing to act as an intermediary for a specified set of agents Eh
(where Esh E Y, the set of all subsets of Q, and we define ,u as the
Lebesque measure over Y). In general, only a subset of agents belonging to Z h will accept the offer of the intermediary. Let as c Eh
denote this subset of agents. Note that because of assumption 2, in
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equilibrium, Y will be partitioned into disjoint coalitions. The intermediary h will invest the savings he collects in the shares of both
risky and safe projects so as to maximize the total utility of the agents
belonging to *ah. A first-stage strategy for agent h is an announcement Z
(h, Eh) E F+ X Y. If agent h announces that he will
not act as an intermediary, then Z(') = 0. Among the possible nonnull announcements, there is autarky; that is, Z4')= (0, 1hI), which
means that will intermediate only (at most) his own savings. Finally,
we denote the set of first-stage announcements of all agents by Z(1):
Q- R+ XY.
In the second stage, each agent h E Q can announce his plan to
run at most one project and sell the corresponding basic Arrow security; that is, h announces a pair (j, Pj,h), as in the game discussed in
Section III. But now, securities are sold to financial intermediaries
rather than directly to agents. Formally, the second-stage announcement for agent h is Z(2) = (J Pj,h) E [0, 1] X RH,and Z(2):Q -4 [0,
1] X R+ is the set of all second-period announcements. We shall
also denote the set of minimum security prices announced in the
second stage of the game by P = {PJ}1jEJ(see Sec. III).
In the third stage, each agent takes the set of prior announcements, Z(') and Z(), as given and chooses which coalition to join.
Or, equivalently, Z?3) is h's choice of an intermediary from Mh[Z(')]
-{i E Q IZ = (vi, Ei), h= E-i}, the set of coalitions that announced
his name. Note that although the set Mh[Z(')] could be empty, this
will never be the case in equilibrium, since any agent can costlessly
make the autarky announcement in the first stage. Finally, after all
agents announce which coalition-intermediary they will belong to,
each intermediarymakes the optimal investment decision. We still use the
notation Ah and FP, to denote the investment of an agent (through
a coalition) in the safe and risky assets. More precisely, if a coalition
invests FP in project j, then FP will be the share of agent h in this
coalition times FP.
DEFINITION 2. A perfect equilibrium is a set of announcements
Z * = (Z(1)*, Z(2)*, Z(3)*) at each stage of the game; a price function
P* (Z*) for all basic Arrow securities; a saving decision so (Z*); induced holdings of the safe asset ? * (Z*) and securities F41*(Z*) for
all agents; and factor payments W* and p* such that, given the announcements of the previous stage (s) and the announcements of
all other agents in the current stage, every agent chooses Z(z) that
maximizes his utility as given by (5) and factor returns are determined by (3) and (4).
Note that the definition of equilibrium used so far was also subgame perfect. Here we emphasize perfection in order to reiterate
the importance of assumption 3 in our analysis.
6
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C. Equilibrium with Coalitions
The first observation is that free entry will drive profits (commissions) to zero in both the first and second stages. This is established
by the following lemma (proof omitted).
LEMMA 2. In equilibrium, (i) Pi* (Z*) = 1, for all j, and (ii) Vh
0, for all h E Q.
With this remark, it is now possible to establish the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 5. The set of (perfect) equilibria is nonempty, and
all allocations in this set have the following characteristics: (1) For
all h E QU,Mah 0 (all agents are included in some coalition). (2)
Let n* be defined as in (15). Then, for all h E Q, either Z(2)* = 0
or Z =2)
(j, 1), wherej E [0, nfj. And, for allj E [0, nfj, there
exists h E Q such that Z(2)*
(j, 1). (3) In the third stage, all coalitions Ea ? 0 will choose a portfolio that induces 0* and Fi* = Fe
as given by equations (13) and (14).
The most important feature of this set of equilibria is that they
all give rise to the same allocation as the competitive equilibrium
of Section III. Note in particular that thefirst-best allocation is not an
equilibriumof the game with intermediaries, whereas one of the equilibria has Eh = {h} for all h; that is, all agents chooseautarky, which is
identical to the situation without intermediaries (i.e., proposition
1). First, consider an allocation in which there is only one active
intermediary, a "grand coalition" of all savers (i.e., Zh'9
(0, Q)
for one agent h9 and Z(') = 0 for all h ? h9), which will invest in
the optimal portfolio in the third stage of the game. If all agents
agree to take part in this grand coalition, then the resulting allocation would be Pareto-optimal. However, an agent h' ? h9can do better by announcing Z P)= (0, {h'}) and holding a balanced portfolio
of all the available assets since in the second stage he cannot be
excluded from investing his savings in the traded securities, JFB. Because only one agent has deviated, what the grand coalition can
achieve has not changed. Therefore, maximizing the utility of its
remaining members, Q\h', the grand coalition will choose to open
JFB and its members will have utility UFB. On the other hand, h' could
hold a balanced portfolio of all j eEJB and would get utility Uh >
UFB. Therefore, all agents would prefer to deviate, and the first-best
portfolio cannot be sustained as an equilibrium. The intuition for
why the grand coalition is not successful is that it is trying to induce
its members to hold a portfolio that cross-subsidizeslarge projects by
investing more in them than in small projects. But, from lemma 1,
when each agent takes the set of traded securities as given, he prefers
to hold a balanced portfolio; thus any agent h' can free-ride by not
-

-
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becoming part of this coalition and investing his funds individually
in the form of a balancedportfolio.This intuition also reveals why coalitions could deal with market failures much more effectively in the
previous analyses. In the studies referenced above (e.g., Townsend
1983; Boyd and Prescott 1986), there was no issue of free-riding or
cross-subsidization; therefore, all agents wanted to belong to some
coalition to avoid informational problems or economize on transaction costs. In contrast, here they can free-ride by not taking part in
the coalition that invests in large projects.
Next, consider the allocation in which every agent intermediates
his own funds and invests them in a balanced portfolio as in proposition 1. A coalition, h', of a positive measure of agents could improve
on this allocation by carrying out some degree of cross-subsidization,
that is, by holding an unbalanced portfolio. However, if we start from
complete autarky and h' announces Zh1P (Vh', Zh'), not to join -ah'
is a dominant strategy for all h" E h'* Intuitively, given any third-stage
choiceof all other agents belonging to Eh', h" would find it optimal
to let other members do the cross-subsidization and just free-ride
on their actions by choosing a balanced portfolio. Note that autarky
(each agent intermediating his own funds) is not the unique equilibrium. Other equilibria also exist, but they all lead to exactly the same
allocation as in proposition 1.
It is worth noting that if assumption 2 were relaxed, the results
would not change. Irrespective of whether they have to belong to
only one coalition or not, given assumptions 3 and 4, agents would
always free-ride by not joining any coalition that holds an unbalanced portfolio. Thus first-best would never be sustained and autarky would remain an equilibrium.
There is, however, one difference between the equilibrium of
proposition 1 and the one here. In proposition 1, without assumption 1, multiple equilibria were possible for S*
D. In one equilibrium, all risky projects would be open and all the idiosyncratic risks
would be diversified (nt = 1 and Ot = 0); in another, nt would be
less than one (and it > 0). It is straightforward to see that in this
case, the equilibrium with all sectors open is Pareto-superior. Now
if, instead of the decentralized equilibrium concept of definition 1,
we used the coalitional approach of this section, the equilibrium
with Ot > 0 would disappear because the coordination failure that
led to this equilibrium would be prevented by the entry of an intermediary proposing the grand coalition and offering a riskless portfolio with return R. Since in this case the grand coalition also holds
a balanced portfolio, there is no scope for free-riding and all agents
would agree to take part. Therefore, although the formation of coalitions does not enable cross-subsidization to be sustained in equilib6
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rium, it can avoid other sources of inefficiency such as coordination
failures.
D.

Robustness under Alternative Assumptions

This discussion also suggests that there are some alternative assumptions under which the first-best portfolio could be implemented as
a decentralized equilibrium.
First, it is easy to see that if a coalition can commit to a nonsubgameperfectpath of action, then the first-best can be implemented
by a grand coalition of all savers. For instance, imagine that the
grand coalition can commit to the following course of action: If all
agents join (i.e., 6-GC = Q), then we invest in fB. If even only one
agent does not join (i.e., 6-GC ? Q), then ?t = st; that is, all savings
are invested in the safe asset. In this case, agent h', who contemplates
free-riding, will realize that by opting out of the grand coalition, he
would not get a balanced portfolio of [0, n'] but one that has a low
rate of return that is naturally dominated by taking part in the grand
coalition. Therefore, this type of commitment can implement the
first-best. However, this is a commitment to take a course of action
that would hurt all the members of the coalition. If, after h's deviation, the members had the option to revise their plans, they would
always prefer to do so and invest in an unbalanced portfolio of nEB
assets. Consequently, we view such a commitment as extremely
strong and noncredible.
Second, consider relaxing assumption 4. In particular, suppose
that coalitions can buy up projects and excludeall other intermediaries from investing in the projects they control. Then the grand coalition can form and make potential members a take-it-or-leave-itoffer
of the following form: Either you invest all your savings in this coalition or you will be excluded. This arrangement would sustain the
first-best portfolio as an equilibrium. However, such exclusion would
again run into credibility problems. To see why, consider a deviation
from the grand coalition such that agent h' offers to form a coalition
for a set of agents h' with 0 < ht(Eh') < 1/2. After this deviation, the
new coalition 6-h' offers to invest part of its funds in the high-minimum size projects controlled by Q\6 h'. At this stage, as in the previous case discussed above, it is in the interest of all the members of
2\6
h' to accept these investments, because otherwise they will have
to run many fewer projects and bear a lot more risk. If these investments by 6-h' are accepted, then the members of 6Eh are better off
than they would have been in the grand coalition. Therefore, again,
unless Q can commit to a path of behavior that does not maximize
its members' utility in the continuation game, there is a profitable
6
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deviation that breaks the first-best allocation. This argument shows
that, as long as assumption 3 holds, assumption 4 is not important
in deriving the results of this section.
As well as raising credibility/commitment
issues we have just discussed, both cases sketched above have the unrealistic implication
that only one large intermediary would be active in equilibrium.
With more realistic intermediation technologies (e.g., increasing average operational costs for the intermediaries), not even these
strong commitments would be sufficient to implement the first-best
allocation. Therefore, this section establishes that the cross-subsidization of large projects that is required for an efficient allocation is
extremely hard to achieve even when coalitions and intermediaries
are allowed to form freely.
VI.

International Capital Flows

In this section, we extend our model to a two-country world. Since
capital shortages play a crucial role, it is important to understand
whether a world of many countries behaves as a single economy or
whether there would be more subtle interactions between these
countries. The results will depend on the extent of capital mobility
and trade. There are many different ways of modeling the interactions of two countries in this setting, and we choose the following:
(1) The final good is tradable. This has two implications. First, there
is full capital (savings) mobility in the sense that agents can invest
their savings in the assets offered in any country.'0 Second, final output produced in country i can be consumed in country i'. (2) Intermediate goods cannot be traded or transported from one country
to another. Thus if intermediate good j is produced in country i, it
has to be used in the final-good sector of country i.
Also, both countries face identical technologies and uncertainty
as described in Section III; in particular, if the (world) state of nature
is j, then only sectors j, and J2 are productive, where ji is sector j in
country i. As an example, imagine the case in which it is not known
whether railways are a good investment; if they are, then they will
have high returns in both countries. These assumptions imply that
10To simplify the terminology, throughout the paper we referred to the total
amount of intermediate goods plus the output of the safe technology as "capital."
However, in the current context, this terminology could be misleading. We therefore
depart from this terminology slightly and use capital mobility to refer to the case
in which savings can be freely invested in the assets of the other country and use
the term no trade in intermediategoods to stand for a situation in which the output of
the sector that transforms savings into capital goods (through both risky and safe
technologies) in country i can be used only by final-good firms located in country i.
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there are two forces to be taken into account when comparing the
profitability of investments in two different countries: risk diversification and differentialpricesfor intermediategoods. To see how these two
forces work, consider two closed economies such that country 1 has
a larger stock of savings than country 2. According to proposition
1, country 1 has both more open sectors-that is, there will be some
sector j' that is open in country 1 but not in country 2-and a larger
amount of intermediate goods in (at least) all realizations in which
one of the open projects is successful. Given the production function
(2), the marginal product of investment in country 2 will be higher.
Now, introduce capital mobility. Ideally, agents would have liked to
invest all their savings in one country and then transfer half of the
produced intermediate goods to the other, thus maximizing both
diversification and productivity. But this is not possible because intermediate goods are not traded. In terms of the example suggested
above, if all railway investments are in country 1 and they are successful, the final-good production of country 2 will not benefit from this
success. Therefore, there will be a trade-off between a force that
tends to collect funds in one country (the diversification motive)
and another that pushes toward more spread-out investments (the
decreasing marginal product of capital). In the remainder of this
section, we shall set up the maximization problem of an agent h
(which will be the same problem irrespective of where the individual
lives); then we shall prove that in this context a modified "balanced
portfolio" condition will hold (lemma 3). The equilibrium solution
will be characterized in proposition 6. The key results of this section
are that, first, the general features of equilibrium derived in the previous section will continue to hold with international capital flows,
and, second, at the early stages of development, international capital
flows will serve to increase the GDP of one of the countries relative
to the world average (divergence) but will later contribute to faster
convergence.
The definition of equilibrium is the same as in Section III, and
all agents can announce to run any of the intermediate sector firms
of this world economy. Also to simplify notation, we drop time subscripts throughout this section. The total mass of agents in the world
is 2a, and agents are equally distributed between the two countries.
Each agent is free to invest his funds in any combination of the two
safe assets and 2 X [0, 1] risky assets. It is straightforward to see that
free entry implies Pj* = 1, for all ji E Ji, i = 1, 2; thus all traded
securities will be sold at the unit price (we drop time subscripts).
Also, in each country, small sectors will open before larger ones, so
Ji = [0, ni]. Then, without loss of any generality, we suppose that a
larger (or equal) number of projects are open in country 1 (n, ?
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n2). Since all agents can buy any security issued in either country,
the portfolio choice that maximizes the utility of an agent h E Q1 U
Q2

can be written as
[

max
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if h lives in country 1 (25)
if h lives in country 2

a

is the optimal saving of individual h that depends on the wage rate
in the country he lives in, and K(i) is the stock of capital inherited
by country i.
Let us briefly explain the terms that make up (23). Recall that ni
' n2. Then if the realized state of nature is j E qi= [0, n2], a risky
investment in both countries will have a positive payoff. If j E q2=
[n2, n1], then only risky investments in country 1 will have a positive
payoff. Finally, if j E q3 [n1, 1], no risky projects will be successful.
Note also that when making their decisions, all agents take the price
of intermediate goods (capital) p as given. However, it is important
to note that in contrast to Section III, these prices are not necessarily
equalized between countries (i.e., pi ? pi) because intermediate
goods are nontradable. The next lemma parallels lemma 1 of Section III. (The proof of this lemma and the proofs of all the other
results in this section are contained in App. B, which is available
from the authors on request.)
LEMMA3. (i) For all h and for all j, j' < n2, we have Filh = F1h=
Flh and F12h = = F
2h- (ii) For all h and for all j, j' E [n2, ni], we
have Fih = FlJ = Gh
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This lemma is a weaker version of lemma 1. If two projects j and
f are open in both countries, then in each country, they should
receive the same amount of investment because they have the same
probability of success, the same return when they are successful (i.e.,
p = pa ), and the same equilibrium price. If two projects are open
only in country 1, then, with a similar reasoning, they should again
receive the same level of investment. Given lemma 3, we can reduce
program (23) to

max

n2 log[p~l)

(rolh

+ RFlh)

+

+ RF2h)]

P q) (r42h

Fl hF2h, Gh I'1h, 02h

+ (n1

-
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41h

+

42h

=

Sh,

(27)

where p(ql) denotes the price of intermediate goods in country i and
in the subset of states q1.For instance, p(q3) = ccA(r0g)'-1 and p~qi)
cA(row + RF~w)'-1,where ow denotes total world investment in
the safe asset issued in country 1, Fw denotes total world investment
in each open sector in country 2, and so forth. By analogy, we define
C5ql) as the consumption of agent h in states q1.We also let St = (1
?c)A{[K()]a + [K(2)]a} denote the stock of world savings. We can
now fully characterize the equilibrium of this two-country world.
PROPOSITION 6. The unique equilibrium allocation is as follows:
(i) If n* < 1, then RF*h + ro* = RF* + ro* (=> pql) = p2)
(
>
4 K h ( p q3
q
p ( 3)) and G* > F* > F*
p(ql);
p(ql)
p
p~2)
>
E
c5ql7
> C5q2)
> p(q2)). (ii) If n*j < 1, then
Q1 U Q2.
C5q3, for all h
(iii) There exists SWE (D, 2D) such that if SW< St, then n4 < n4
K 1 and 0* > 0. If SW > SW, then n4 < n4 = 1 and 0* = 0. If SW
> 2D, then n4 = n4 = 1.
The first part of proposition 6 is obtained from the first-order
conditions of the program (26)-(27). The general form of the resulting aggregate equilibrium investments is plotted in figure 6
(where G*W= J,2 G^dh, etc.). The first equality of part i ensures
that the marginal return of investment is the same in both countries
for the subset of states [0, n4]. If this were not the case, an agent
could increase his return in those states by just reshuffling Flh and
F2h. To see why 0* < 0*, note that the insurance role of the safe
asset is less important in country 1 than in country 2. Finally, in states
j E [n*, n4], the higher minimum size requirement forces G*' >
Fto.
Part ii of proposition 6 reveals the most salient features of this
-
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equilibrium. In the closed-economy model of Section III, savers always chose a balanced portfolio that gave them the same consumption level in all states of nature (except those states for which they
could not buy the associated security). Here, instead, they accept a
lower consumption
when j E [nt, n*] than when j E [0, n*], although a market exists for securities that pay off when j E [nt,
n*]. The reason is that they are facing a risk-return trade-off that
was absent in the closed economy. Although all existing securities
are sold at the same price and have the same expected return in
terms of intermediate
goods, the expected return in terms of consumption is not the same for all securities. In particular, the first
part of the lemma establishes that p(q2) > p(ql) > p(q2)); that is, the
price of intermediate goods is not equalized between countries when
j E [nt, n*]. But a market for securities with a positive payoff in
these states exists only in country 1, where the price of intermediate
goods is low. Thus $1.00 invested in a risky asset j E [0, n*] (issued
in either country) gives an expected return of Rp(q1), whereas $1.00
invested in an assetjje [nt, n*] (issued in country 1) yields the lower
expected return Rp(q2). This observation makes it clear that the nature of the equilibrium crucially depends on the assumption that
intermediate goods are not traded; otherwise the price of intermediate goods in different countries would be equalized in all states.
Part iii of proposition 6 states that there is a range of world saving
levels smaller than 2D such that one country, but not both, opens all
projects. In this case, there is no demand for the safe asset of country
1. However, since G*w > F8W, in the range in which SW> SW,country
1 is still subject to output variability. Nevertheless, it can be formally
proved that, for at least all Sw > SW, the variance of GDP growth
conditional on the world saving level is higher in country 2 than in
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country 1 (see App. B). So, the prediction that growth is more volatile in poorer countries carries over to this two-country extension.
Finally, as the stock of savings reaches 2D, all projects will open, all
risks will be diversified, and the allocation of resources will be exactly
the same in the two countries.
The dynamic implications of international capital flows are interesting and can be seen by considering the following example. Suppose that the world consists of two closed economies with equal capital stock, and the total stock of savings is larger than Swbut less than
2D, so that without capital flows both countries have n* < 1. Then
consider the introduction of international capital mobility. First,
funds will flow from country 2 to country 1, and country 1 will open
all the sectors. Now, if a state j E [0, n* ] occurs, the realized income
and next generation's wages will be the same in the two countries.
However, if j E [nt, 1], GDP in country 1 will be higher than in
country 2.11 Therefore, international capital flows lead to divergence
between the two countries. Nevertheless, after some time, as the
world economy becomes sufficiently rich, the direction of net capital
flows will be reversed, and this time the relative GDP of country 2 will
increase. In particular, as Sw-4 2D, the two countries will converge to
the same level of GDP. Therefore, the typical pattern we predict is
divergencefirst with capital flowing to the richer country, and then
a reversal of capital flows and convergence(at a faster rate than if the
two economies were closed). This is similar to the pattern that Neal
(1990) documents over the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries in
Western Europe as the direction of capital flows between Amsterdam
and London reversed.
Overall, this section shows that, conditional on no trade in intermediate goods, the two-country world does not behave like a large
closed economy, and the introduction of international capital flows
both enriches our framework and yields additional implications that
appear consistent with historical developments. We believe that this
case has empirical relevance since many intermediate goods appear
to be nontraded (e.g., railways). However, if we allowed trade in intermediate goods as well as full mobility of savings, the world economy would behave like a large closed economy.
" Note that there is an important difference between GDP and gross national
product in this model. Since both countries are assumed to have the same level of
savings, even if country 1 has a higher GDP, GNP (and consumption) will be equal
because agents are choosing identical portfolios. However, this is true only for the
first generation, because, later, wages will differ in the two countries. Also, the implications about the randomness of growth depend on whether we use GDP or GNP.
In particular, the variability of GNP will be the same for both countries, though it
will also decrease over time. With more realistic preferences (e.g., bequests or longer
horizons), it is easy to generate more GNP variability in poor countries.
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Conclusion

We argued in this paper that a model of development linking capital
accumulation to the extent of market incompleteness yields a number of new insights. In a growth model with micro-level nonconvexities and uncertainty, we showed that the process of development
goes hand in hand with better diversification opportunities and
more productive use of funds. We demonstrated how primitive accumulation is followed by takeoff and financial deepening, how failed
takeoffs can occur, how variability of growth decreases with development, and how productivity endogenously increases as the diversification opportunities improve. We also established that although all
agents are price takers and there are no technological externalities,
the process of financial development will be inefficient because of
a pecuniary externality that we identify. This is not only a new source
of inefficiency, but also one that, in contrast to many others that
previous literature studied, cannot be internalized even when costless formation of complex intermediaries is allowed.

Appendix A
To simplify the notation in the proofs, we shall drop the time subscripts
when this will cause no confusion.
Proof of Lemma 1
i) We have PI = 1 for all j EJ(Z*). Now let A be the Lagrangean of (5)
subject to (6)-(9). Then it is straightforward that A/JaFj = aA/lFJ', for
all j, f' eJ(Z*); thus for all j, ]' eJ(Z*), Fi = FF = F.
ii) First, observe that (a) s = [f3/(l + f3)]w (from [10]); (b) PI = 1 for
all j eJ(Z*); and (c) for all j, j' eJ(Z*), Fi = F' = F (from part i). Let Ii
E (O, 1i be an index denoting whether sector j is open or not. Then any
competitive equilibrium given the prices (as in part b) and the demand
functions of individuals (as in parts a and c) must be a solution to the following second-best planning problem:
{0log [pJ(r4 + RFIJ) ] dj

max
0, F,(Ii)0cjvl

(Al)

I

subject to

F?

M1ma,where

jm.x

=

max Ij: P

(A2)
=

1),

where pi's are taken as given. In other words, given prices and demand
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functions, the equilibrium must maximize the welfare of the representative
consumer.
Let To[
(1 + [) ] w - . Conditional on I, the problem is equivalent
to choosing F and IJP0?j,1 to maximize (Al) subject to the constraints
FfloIJ = T and F ? Mm.
Next note that irrespective of {IJ}, given To,, all feasible portfolios have
exactly the same return, but the variability is a decreasing function of flIP.
Since agents are risk-averse, the optimum must therefore maximize f IP
subject to feasibility. This is achieved by setting F = Mjma(O)
and IP = 1 for
all j ? jmx
(@), and jmax() is such that jmx ()) = min [TP/Mjm.(,), 1]. This
argument applies for any I; thus, a fortiori, it applies for the 0 that is the
solution to the program, that is, 0 = 0*. Let n* = jm. (0*). Then J(Z*) =
[0, n*]. This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 1
The terms 0* and F* are the unique solutions to (11)-(12), and se is given
from (10) and (3). To prove that n*(K) as defined by (15) is the unique
equilibrium, we shall use the aggregate demand function aF* (n) as drawn
in figure 3. We shall first show that, when Se ' D, aF* (n) = Mnfor a unique
value of n E [0, 1], and when S* > D, aF*(n) > Mnfor all n E [0, 1].
Observe that the solutions to aF* (n) = Mncan be given as the roots of
a quadratic:
(R + r y)

+

f(R+

N

ry)

2 -

r) (1
4rL(R
L

~~D

2r

n(l),(2)=

-

y) Se +R1
,

(A3)

where we denote the smaller root by n(l). When S* < D, inspection of (A3)
shows that 0 < n(l) < 1 < n(2), and both roots are real. In contrast, when
Se > D and assumption 1 is satisfied, it is straightforward to see that neither
nf(l) nor n(2) belongs to the real interval [0, 1]. Since aF*(O) = [(R r)/R]S* > MO = 0 and both aF*(n) and Mn are continuous in n in the
range [0, 1], aF*(n) > Mnfor all n E [0, 1].
To show that, when S* ' D, n* = n(l) (as in eq. [15]) is the unique
equilibrium, recall that, from lemma 1, J(Z*) = [0, 'n]. Next suppose that
-n K n* as given by (15). Then there exists h with Zh = 0 who can deviate
to Zh = (-n + E, 1 + E); and for E sufficiently small, IF* - Fn+EI< be, which
implies that Zh is feasible and Vh> 0, a contradiction. The same argument
can be used to establish that when Se > D, n < 1 cannot be an equilibrium;
thus n* = 1 is the unique equilibrium. Next, going back to the case in
which S* < D, suppose thatJ(Z*) = [0, ni] such that f > n*. Note that
aaF*(n)
an
a2aF*(n)
an2

-

-

r(R - r) > 0,
(R - rn)2
2r(R
(R

-

-

r) < 0.
rn)3

(A4)
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When assumption 1 holds, aaF*(1)/an = r/(R - r) < D/(1 - y); thus
aaF* (n) /an < D/ (1 - y) for all n E [0, 1]. Thus at the point of intersection
n* (fig. 3), aF*(n) is less steep than Mn. Then aF*(fi) < Mh; hence this
allocation is not feasible. Therefore, J(Z*) = [0, n*] is the unique equilibrium. It is then straightforward, from free entry at stage 1, that, for all j E
[0, n*], there exists h such that Zh = (j, 1). Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 2
Let K= (D/I)'/f. Then (15) implies that, for all Kt ' K, n*(Kt) = 1. Next,
(19) implies that K < Kss = (RP)'/(1- ); thus if Kt 2 K, then K,?1 =
RrKt , and K, converges deterministically to KSS. Equations (15) and (16)
imply that the set [0, K] has no absorbing subset (except for the point
zero) since, for all Kt > 0, Kt+I = RrK' > Kt with probability n*(K,) > 0
(the economy grows conditional on good news). Therefore, we need
only to show that from any point in (0, K) there is a positive probability
that Kwill be reached. We already observed that, conditional on good news,
Kt~j = RFK' and Kt -4 KSs > K. Hence, for all K0 > 0, there exists a
sequence of N(KO) good draws such that KN(KO) > K, and this sequence
occurs with positive probability. Therefore, plim,<. Kt = KSS. Q.E.D.
Proof of Proposition 3
The variance of G(n* (K)) is
= (-

*) [r(1 -n*)R

-

6e(n*(K))

]

+ n*[R -(n*

R -rn*

(K)) I',

where Oe(n* (K)) is defined by (1 7) in the text.
Simple algebra establishes that V7,= n*(1 - n*) [R(R - r)/(R -rn*)]2
and sign(aVn/an*) = sign(R - 2n*R + rn*). Thus if n* > R/(2R -r),
then aVI/ an* < 0. We also know from (15) that n* > y. Therefore, if y >
R/ (2R - r), then V17
is decreasing in n* everywhere. Otherwise, it will be
nonmonotonic (inverse U-shaped with n* = R/ [2R - r] maximizing Vn).
0 for all K, the rest of the proof follows. Q.E.D.
Since (15) implies an*IaK?
Proof of Proposition 4
We shall first prove that no allocation with a balanced portfolio can be
optimal and then show that the optimal allocation will look as in figure 5.
The expected utility from second-period consumption for the representative agent, when individual savings are equal to s* and J= [0, n], can be
written as

U(n, {Fj}, s*)

= [

log1RF

+ r(s*

Fd)1dA

-

(A5)

+ (1-

n)log r S*

-

Fidi)1
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Taking partial derivatives of U(.) with respect to n and {FJ}and evaluating
them at the decentralized equilibrium, n = n* and Fj = F*, we obtain
aU(n*, (F*1, s*)

=

0

V j E (0, n)

(A6)

and
aU(n,

{F*I, s*)
an

=

log[RF*

+ r(s* -n*F*)]

-

-log[r(s*

n*F*)]
(A7)

+ F* + r(s* - n*F*) + RF*(1 - n*) > 0.
[RF* + r(s* - n*F*)(S*n*F*)
Now let us reduce Fj for j ' y below F* and increase n (such that ydF
F*dn). From (A4) and (A5), this will increase U(.). Therefore, the decentralized equilibrium is not Pareto-optimal. By evaluating aJUlan and
aJU/aF at any -n ' S*/F*(4i) and applying the same argument, we can establish that no feasible allocation with a balanced portfolio of risky assets
can be a Pareto optimum when n < 1. Moreover, this argument also establishes that the planner would open more sectors than the decentralized
equilibrium; thus nFB(K) > n*(K) whenever n*(K) < 1.
To characterize the first-best, let us construct the Lagrangean
on

A(n, {FJ}, ,, ' {ogJ}) =

Jo

log (RFj + r4) dj + (1

+ k-

{

FJdj -

-n)

log (ro)

+ gJ(aF]

-

(A8)

M).

The first-order condition with respect to F', is

RFZ
+

t + agt = ? V j E (O, nt).

(A9)

Now, if two sectors j', j" E [0, n] do not have a binding minimum size
requirement, then optimality requires that g' = gj" = 0 and (by eq. [A9])
Fj',FB = Fj",FB.For the rest of the sectors, g" > 0 and FjFB = Mi/a. Next, we
,
prove the following three claims: (i) j > j' and gj > 0 = g'>
0, (ii) j <
j' and Rg = 0 =u = 0, and (iii) gj' > g' = 0 => FjFB > F,"FB Suppose
that claim i were not true, so that g > 0 and g' = 0. It must then be the
case that aFj > Mj > aFj = Mj. But then it would be feasible for the
planner to give each agent more insurance and the same expected return by
simply reducing Fj and increasing Fj by the same amount, and this portfolio
could not be optimal So claim i must be true. A similar argument can be
applied to prove claims ii and iii. These three facts imply that we can define
max j E [0, 1] s.t. FjEB > 0), where from the first part of this proof
nfFB =
we know that n* K fFB ? 1. Then there exists j* E [0, nFB] such that, for
all j < j*, FjB = Mj /a (the minimum size requirement is not binding),
whereas for all j E [j*, nFB], FjFB = Mj/a (the minimum size requirement
is binding).
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For expression (22) in proposition 4 (and the allocation described by
fig. 5) to follow, we have to show only that 0 < j* < nFB (with strict inequalities). Assume that j* = n-'. Then agents would be holding a balanced portfolio, which was shown above never to be a Pareto optimum. Thus j* <
nEB. Assume j* = 0. This would be equivalent to not opening sectors with
no minimum size requirement, and it is straightforward to see that the planner could reduce the risk borne by the agents by increasing the measure of
the setJFB. So j* > 0. Finally, from nB > n* and the first-order conditions, it

easily follows that OFB <

0*.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 5
We shall first establish that all equilibrium allocations must satisfy parts 13; then we shall show that the set of equilibrium allocations is nonempty.
Part 1 is straightforward, since an agent h who has Mh = 0 can always
choose Z(1) = (0, {h}) (autarky). Next, consider part 3. Define Uh(E-, ;t) as
the utility of agent h when he joins coalition _a. and J(Z(2)) = [0, n]. Suppose that there is an equilibrium in which there exists - h with g (- h) > 0
holding an unbalanced portfolio. Consider an agent h' E - ah. By lemma 1,
given n, h' maximizes his utility by holding a balanced portfolio [0, n].
Since by assumption 4 there is no exclusion from the open sectors, h' can
choose autarky and hold a balanced portfolio of all the open sectors. By
assumption 3, after h' leaves, 6a. would still invest in the same portfolio (or
if the set of agents who did not join had positive measure E, the coalition
would invest in a portfolio that would be only a small distance away from
the previous choice, and exactly the same argument would apply with e
small enough). Therefore, by leaving, agent h' would receive Uh'(h', n) >
Uh'(-h,
n). Then, in the first stage, Z(') = (0. h'}) and Z(3) = {Ih' is a beneficial deviation for all h'. Therefore, there can be no equilibrium in which
the set of announcements induces an agent to hold an unbalanced portfolio. Next, lemma 2 implies that second-stage announcements will induce
P(Z*) = 1 and that there can be no positive commissions. This result combined with a balanced portfolio for all agents immediately implies that
J(Z*) = [0, n*], where n* is given by (15) and p*and F* are given by (13)
and (14). Therefore, all equilibria have to be as described in proposition 5.
Next, to prove that the set of equilibrium allocations is nonempty, it is
sufficient to show that the "autarky" allocation in which Z(1) = (0, thI), for
all h EcQ, together with parts 1-3 is in the equilibrium set. Suppose that
-h() = (0, {hD), for all h E Q, and that in the second stage, for allI
n*(K),
there exists h': Zh' = (0, j) and all agents choose a balanced portfolio over
[0, n*(K)] as given by (13) and (14) in the third stage. It is clear that,
given the announcements of the first stage, we are in the same situation as
in proposition 1; thus Z(2)and Zh3) as described are optimal for all h. Therefore, we need only to show that there is no profitable first-stage deviation.
Suppose that h' deviates to Zh') = (E, h'), where E > 0 but can be arbitrarily
small. Consider first Sg(Eh') = 0; then the optimal policy for this coalition
in the third stage is to hold a balanced portfolio. Thus for all E > 0, the
best response of all h is not to join this coalition since they would hold
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exactly the same portfolio in autarky and would save the intermediation
> 0. Then either this coalition will still hold a
cost E. Now consider h(-')
balanced portfolio, in which case the same argument applies, or it will hold
= [0, n'] with n' > n* (K). But
an unbalanced portfolio over some set
then by the argument we used above, each h will prefer not to join this
coalition and hold a balanced portfolio over [0, n'] in autarky. Therefore,
autarky (with the allocation characterized in proposition 1) is in the equilibrium set. Q.E.D.
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